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Spatiotemporal control of gene expression is central to animal development. Core promoters represent a previously un-
anticipated regulatory level by interacting with cis-regulatory elements and transcription initiation in different physiological
and developmental contexts. Here, we provide a first and comprehensive description of the core promoter repertoire and its
dynamic use during the development of a vertebrate embryo. By using cap analysis of gene expression (CAGE), we mapped
transcription initiation events at single nucleotide resolution across 12 stages of zebrafish development. These CAGE-based
transcriptome maps reveal genome-wide rules of core promoter usage, structure, and dynamics, key to understanding the
control of gene regulation during vertebrate ontogeny. They revealed the existence of multiple classes of pervasive intra- and
intergenic post-transcriptionally processed RNA products and their developmental dynamics. Among these RNAs, we re-
port splice donor site-associated intronic RNA (sRNA) to be specific to genes of the splicing machinery. For the identification
of conserved features, we compared the zebrafish data sets to the first CAGE promoter map of Tetraodon and the existing
human CAGE data. We show that a number of features, such as promoter type, newly discovered promoter properties such
as a specialized purine-rich initiator motif, as well as sRNAs and the genes in which they are detected, are conserved in
mammalian and Tetraodon CAGE-defined promoter maps. The zebrafish developmental promoterome represents a powerful
resource for studying developmental gene regulation and revealing promoter features shared across vertebrates.

[Supplemental material is available for this article.]

Precise spatial and temporal control of the transcription of protein-

coding and noncoding genes is a fundamental process underlying

development and differentiation of multicellular organisms. The

core promoter, which is a relatively short stretch of sequence

around the transcription start site (TSS), contains regulatory in-

formation for the recruitment of general transcription initiation

factors (GTFs), necessary for the formation of pre-initiation com-

plex. Recent evidence points at the core promoter as an important

determinant of developmental transcription control. This is based

on two advances: (1) the discovery of a variety of GTF proteins and

complexes that may replace TFIID or its subunits during various

stages of development; (2) the recognition of a previously un-
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anticipated diversity of core promoter types and features, which

suggests differential core promoter usage by subsets of genes

(for reviews, see Müller et al. 2007; Goodrich and Tjian 2010;

Juven-Gershon and Kadonaga 2010; Ohler and Wassarman 2010;

Lenhard et al. 2012). The diversity of core promoters may reflect

alternative integration points for developmental signals and plays

a role in differential transcription regulation (D’Alessio et al. 2009;

Müller et al. 2010).

Cap analysis of gene expression (CAGE) has given rise to an

improved annotation and description of core promoters on a ge-

nomic scale (Kodzius et al. 2006), revealing intricate details about

TSS usage and dynamics at single nucleotide resolution (Carninci

et al. 2006). It has revealed that most promoters lack a TATA-box,

which was previously considered as the seeding element for tran-

scription initiation. Despite a number of alternative core promoter

motifs ( Juven-Gershon et al. 2008), a global code for core pro-

moters is still elusive. Additionally, the organismal and devel-

opmental roles of the diversity of core promoters and associated

motifs are not yet understood in the complexity of a vertebrate

animal. CAGE technology provides the opportunity to classify

noncoding RNAs generated by post-transcriptional processing in

human and other genomes (Kapranov et al. 2007; Affymetrix/Cold

Spring Harbor Laboratory ENCODE Transcriptome Project 2009;

Hoskins et al. 2011). However, the existence and biological rele-

vance of these noncoding RNAs have not yet been demonstrated

in vivo.

Despite progress in our understanding of promoters, we lack

genome-scale data of core promoter usage and the dynamics of it

under changing conditions in a developing vertebrate embryo.

The early ontogeny of the zebrafish, like other anamniotes, is

characterized by a dramatic transition with global changes in

transcriptional activities during the mid-blastula transition (MBT)

(Kane and Kimmel 1993; Schier 2007). Before the MBT, a pluripo-

tent cell mass evolves from the fertilized egg without transcrip-

tional activity. The transcriptome at this time reflects the tran-

scription program acting in the oocyte of the mother. During MBT,

activation of the zygotic genome occurs in parallel with maternal

mRNA degradation (Mathavan et al. 2005), providing the neces-

sary transcriptome changes for specification and determination of

cell fates during differentiation. Post-translational modification of

histones has been shown to be predictive for core promoter regions

(Wardle et al. 2006) and has been suggested to play a role in pro-

moter regulation in anamniote development (Akkers et al. 2009;

Vastenhouw et al. 2010; Lindeman et al. 2011). Accurate promoter

prediction based on mapping of TSSs during development is

needed to decipher the complex interplay between DNA sequence

determinants for transcription initiation and epigenetic regulation

on core promoters. The lack of precise TSS data so far has restricted

the study of developmental regulatory mechanisms of transcrip-

tion initiation in vertebrates due to the unreliable TSS position

detection based on cDNA/EST and RNA-seq data and scarcity of

available data sets.

Here we have set out to generate the first global description of

TSS usage during key stages of vertebrate embryonic development

at single nucleotide resolution. We have coupled CAGE maps to

protein-coding and noncoding transcripts by RNA sequencing and

to post-translational histone modifications associated with pro-

moters (H3K4me3) by ChIP sequencing. These data sets provide

a quantitative description of TSS usage on a genome scale. We have

chosen critical phases of vertebrate ontogeny, including the ma-

ternal to zygotic transition at MBT and the subsequent stages of

differentiation leading to formation of the body plan and organ

systems. We reveal an extraordinary dynamic in promoter usage

that takes place during development of the vertebrate embryo. We

show that the onset of transcription and subsequent differentia-

tion is characterized by the developmentally regulated appearance

of gen(om)e-wide capped 59-ends of RNAs in many genes, and

describe an entire hitherto unknown layer of RNA species over-

lapping known genes with specific signatures occurring in exons,

introns and 39-UTRs of specific sets of developmentally active

genes. We uncover evolutionarily conserved features of core pro-

moters, which include a novel vertebrate specific initiator sequence

shared by a subset of membrane/transport-associated genes in hu-

man, showing that our zebrafish data set has the potential to reveal

promoter features shared by all vertebrates.

Results

Genome-wide detection of 59-ends of capped transcripts during
zebrafish ontogeny

In order to map promoter usage during vertebrate development,

we identified TSSs by CAGE analysis of zebrafish RNA samples

collected from 12 developmental stages. A total of over 83 million

reads were generated by Illumina sequencing, resulting in 3.7–8.2

million reads mapped to the zebrafish genome per stage (Supple-

mental Table 1). The CAGE signal mapped to the genome revealed

the detailed developmental dynamics of individual core promoter

usage. As an illustrative example, Figure 1A–C shows a genome

browser view of the promoter-associated data sets for the ncalda

gene. H3K4me3 histone modification marks analyzed by ChIP-seq

offer further support for the promoter regions (Fig. 1A).

The frequencies, at which individual nucleotide positions

were mapped by 59-end CAGE, were measured as tag per million

(tpm) and called CAGE transcript start sites (CTSSs) (Carninci et al.

2006). The CTSS distribution revealed consistent and reproducible

patterns over neighboring stages (Fig. 1B,C). The CTSS positions

with adjacent CTSS falling within 20 bp were clustered into tran-

script clusters (TCs) of varying width (brackets in Fig. 1B,C), which

aid in determining the TSS distribution within a promoter (Carninci

et al. 2006). The developmental dynamics indicate maternal- and

zygotic-specific changes in TC positions during ontogeny. TCs in

early (pre-MBT) stages indicate maternal gene products inherited

from the oocyte (arrowhead in Fig. 1A). A previously unannotated

major TC downstream from the annotated promoter is up-regulated

after the shield stage, indicating a zygote-specific alternative pro-

moter also confirmed by RNA-seq (arrows in Fig. 1A). The repro-

ducibility of CAGE, both in terms of extent and complexity of ini-

tiation site usage, was verified by biological replicates of the prim-6

stage (Supplemental Fig. 1A,B). Furthermore, to account for the

number of CTSSs and TCs in a manner robust to sequencing depth

across samples, we determined their number at different thresholds

(Supplemental Fig. 1C; Supplemental Table 2). The change in the

number of CTSSs and TCs that account for varying percentage of

total CAGE tags was consistent between adjacent stages (Supple-

mental Fig. 1D,E), and showed that a relatively small proportion of

CTSSs accounts for the majority of the signal and suggests a low

level of noise. The quantitative nature of the CAGE-based pre-

diction of promoter activity is demonstrated via the correlation

between the developmental dynamics of promoter usage and

temporal dynamics of gene activity measured by RNA-seq. (Sup-

plemental Fig. 1F; Supplemental Table 3).

To investigate the properties of CAGE tags associated with

different parts of annotated genes, we segmented Ensembl gene
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transcripts (Flicek et al. 2013) and their genomic vicinity into

gene-associated regions (Fig. 1D). The overall majority of CAGE

tags were detected at gene 59-ends within 500 bp from the an-

notated start sites (Fig. 1D). The width of zebrafish TC mapping to

the vicinity of known gene 59-ends followed the mammalian

dichotomy of sharp (or focused) and broad (or diffuse) pro-

moters (Fig. 1E; Supplemental Fig. 2A,B; Lenhard et al. 2012).

There was a significant decrease in the number of sharp TCs

from the maternal to zygotic stages while the usage of broad

TCs increased after the start of zygotic genome activation and

peaked at organogenesis (Fig. 1E). The distribution of the num-

ber of TCs within single promoter regions (within 500 bp of

59-ends of Ensembl and novel RNA-seq transcripts) revealed

widespread usage of multiple TCs particularly prevalent in ma-

ternal stages, followed by noticeable reduction during zygotic

stages (Supplemental Fig. 2C).

CAGE, RNA-seq, and H3K4me3 ChIP-seq reliably detect
promoters of coding and noncoding RNAs during
development

To estimate the extent of the current RefSeq and Ensembl tran-

script models (including non-embryonic transcripts) (Howe et al.

2013) detected by CAGE, we compared TCs around 59-ends of

genes. At stringent threshold ($1 tpm), ;70% and 52% of gene

models (RefSeq and Ensembl, respectively) are detected during

early embryonic stages (Supplemental Table 4). At lower TC thresh-

olds (>0.5 tpm), the coverage of Ensembl transcripts is similar to that

detected by RNA-seq (Pauli et al. 2012). To demonstrate the con-

cordance of CAGE TCs, RNA-seq 59-ends, and H3K4me3 peaks

(Supplemental Table 5), we calculated their intersection at the

prim-6 stage (Fig. 1F). Taken together, CAGE-seq supports the

bulk of transcripts detectable in embryogenesis, improves pre-

Figure 1. Mapping of transcription initiation in zebrafish embryo development. (A–C ) Genome browser view of ncalda gene with CAGE-seq, ChIP-seq,
and RNA-seq tracks from selected developmental stages. Schematic representation of developmental stages is on the left. Vertical bar with blue (maternal)
and red (zygotic) bars indicates transcriptional activity of the genome. White arrowhead indicates the onset of zygotic transcription at the mid-blastula
transition (MBT). Vertical scales on the left of tracks are tpm values and fixed within experiments. Height of the CTSS bars is proportional to the number of
CAGE tags aligned to that position. Transcript clusters (TC) of varying width are labeled with brackets. (A) Full-length transcripts of ncalda indicating two
promoter regions (arrow and arrowhead) were detected by CAGE and verified by H3K4me3 peaks and RNA-seq data. (Fert) Fertilized. (B) High-resolution
mapping of zygotically active novel alternative TSS (arrow in A) of ncalda gene. (C ) High-resolution mapping of continuously active Ensembl annotated
TSS (arrowhead in A) of ncalda gene. (D, top) Schematic of gene structures for analysis of distribution of TCs. (Bottom) Number of TCs overlapping with the
annotated segments of the genome is shown at the developmental stages indicated by schematics. Colors from blue to red indicate transition from
maternal to zygotic transcriptomes. (E) Distribution of sharp and broad TCs at selected developmental stages. Shades of color indicate gene segment, blue
to red transition indicates maternal to zygotic transition of transcriptome. P-values of one-tailed Fisher’s exact test for selected comparisons are denoted
above the bars. (F) Intersection of Ensembl gene 59-ends detected by CAGE (>1 tpm, shown in red), RNA-seq (>1 rpkm, shown in blue), and H3K4me3
peaks (in green) at prim-6 stage.
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cision of gene 59-end detection at nucleotide resolution (Fig. 1;

Supplemental Fig. 3A), and provides direct insight into the

developmental dynamics of TSSs usage.

We detected 926 out of the 1133 lncRNAs reported (Pauli et al.

2012) of which 625 showed evidence for transcription in at least

two or more consecutive stages. In addition, CAGE analysis revealed

transcriptional initiation events corresponding to numerous pre-

viously unannotated noncoding transcripts, including antisense

noncoding RNA products (Supplemental Fig. 3D). In a number of

cases, CAGE proved to be more sensitive than RNA-seq, robustly

detecting 459 novel promoters of intergenic transcripts without

RNA-seq evidence (Supplemental Table 6), of which 327 were sup-

ported by H3K4me3 enrichment, suggesting the detection of pro-

moters of novel genes (Supplemental Fig. 3B,C).

Identification and developmental dynamics of alternative
promoters

Vertebrate genes often possess multiple promoters, which result in

distinct transcripts with potentially different function (Davuluri

et al. 2008). To identify alternative promoters of genes, we isolated

Ensembl and RNA-seq transcripts (Pauli et al. 2012) with different

59-ends (see Methods) and compared them with CAGE-seq sup-

ported gene 59-ends. We identified 1612 genes with at least one

alternative promoter (Fig. 2A; Supplemental Table 7) of which 586

promoters were novel. The dynamics of alternative promoter usage

during development was quantified by measuring tpm values of

TCs (Fig. 2A,B). This analysis indicates complex and often inde-

pendent regulatory patterns between alternative promoters during

early development (Fig. 2B). Notably, we identified a set of genes,

Figure 2. Identification and developmental dynamics of alternative initiation sites. (A) Frequency and developmental dynamics of alternative pro-
moters. Colors reflect maternal to zygotic transition as in Figure 1. Genes with up to three alternative promoters are plotted (see Supplemental Table 7 for
details). Shades indicate alternative promoter numbers, color transition indicates maternal to zygotic transition of transcriptome. (B) Clustering of three
sets of genes based on their reference promoter activity. Annotated reference promoters (as assigned by Ensembl 71) are on the left and alternative
promoters on the right. Genes are clustered in three groups according to the reference promoter being active during maternal (M), zygotic (Z), or maternal
and zygotic (M-Z) stages. Total number of genes in each group is indicated in the left. Black rectangles indicate genes where the previously unannotated
alternative promoter’s activity is preferential over that of the annotated reference promoter. (C ) Fluorescent Venus reporter activity driven by alternative
(ALT1) and novel (NVL1) core promoters attached to a neural specific enhancer (E) in transgenic embryos. Control (CON) indicates a random DNA
fragment replacing a promoter. Maximum projections of embryos overlaid from a single injection experiment are shown (see details in Supplemental
Table 8). Bright-field (BF) image of a single zebrafish embryo is shown for reference. (Arrowhead) Cerebellum; (arrow) spinal cord activity.
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where the promoter regions discovered by CAGE are preferentially

used over the previously annotated gene 59-ends (black rectangles

in Fig 2B). Alternative promoters carry both broad and sharp TCs

independently (Supplemental Fig. 4A).

To validate the predicted promoter function of TSS regions

detected by CAGE, we tested the transcription initiating potential

of a set of alternative promoters and a set of previously un-

annotated 59-ends of genes by transgenic reporter assays in em-

bryos. We cloned five alternative promoters and five novel pro-

moter regions in reporter construct (Supplemental Table 8). Nine

out of 10 predicted core promoters activated neural-specific re-

porter expression in transient transgenic zebrafish, when linked to

the heterologous neural specific islet1 zCREST2 enhancer (Uemura

et al. 2005; Gehrig et al. 2009), while control fragments from

random loci remained silent in this assay (Fig. 2C; Supplemental

Fig. 4B,C). These results support CAGE as a detection tool for

functional promoters in zebrafish.

Evolutionary conservation of sequence characteristics suggest
functional components of promoters

Most vertebrate core promoters are characterized by the relative

scarcity of promoter motifs (Lenhard et al. 2012). To detect core

promoter-associated sequences and to improve the prediction of

functional core promoter features, we used a comparative genomic

strategy. We sought evolutionarily conserved features of promoters

by comparing zebrafish data to that of the small genome species

Tetraodon nigroviridis (spotted green pufferfish) ( Jaillon et al. 2004).

We bred Tetraodon in the laboratory (Watson et al. 2009; A Zaucker,

T Bodur, J Gehrig, Y Hadzhiev, F Loosli, H Roest Crollius, C Watson,

F Müller, in prep.) and carried out CAGE analysis of its promoterome.

Example of the Tetraodon CAGE-seq data with overview of the re-

sults is shown in Figure 3A and Supplemental Table 1.

We exploited the high resolution of TSSs detection by CAGE-

seq and searched for known TSS-associated motifs (TATA-box, GC-

box, CAAT-box, Inr, DPE, DRE, MTE), ( Juven-Gershon et al. 2008)

and novel core promoter motifs by k-mer enrichment analysis

(Frith et al. 2008). However, no constrained motifs were found

enriched at specific positions in relation to TSSs by scoring ma-

trices from JASPAR (Portales-Casamar et al. 2010), except for SP1

and TATA-box motifs (data not shown). Both motifs were signifi-

cantly enriched in Tetraodon orthologs of zebrafish genes, sug-

gesting evolutionarily conserved mechanisms for gene-specific

transcription initiation among teleosts.

Next, we searched for evolutionarily conserved transcription

initiation sites using dinucleotide frequency analysis in all possible

combinations at the�1,+1 nucleotides of TSSs in pairs of zebrafish

and Tetraodon orthologs. The enrichment analysis revealed three

sets of conserved dinucleotides, suggesting biological significance

(Fig. 3B). Two dinucleotides, CC and TC, are part of a broader TC/

CT motif (Fig. 3C), similar to the TCT initiator, specific to highly

expressed protein translation-associated genes (Parry et al. 2010).

Indeed, the genes that carry these motifs are also protein trans-

lation-associated genes in zebrafish (Supplemental Fig. 5A).

The third example for enriched dinucleotides contains AA at

the TSSs, representing a noncanonical initiation signal, which is

identified as a part of a novel initiator motif, GAAG (Fig. 3D). The

GAAG motif is found in a small subset of genes (557 in zebrafish

and 150 in Tetraodon) (Supplemental Table 9); although genes with

AA initiator sequence can have an alternative canonical initiator in

the promoter region, the AA initiator is dominant (Supplemental

Fig. 5B). A search for the motif in the CAGE data from ENCODE cell

lines (The ENCODE Project Consortium 2011; Djebali et al. 2012;

Harrow et al. 2012) revealed its existence in human (152 genes, Fig.

3D) and suggests that this novel initiator is universal across ver-

tebrates. Gene Ontology (GO) analysis of genes with the GAAG

motif revealed an association with vesicles, vesicle transport, and

membrane-associated proteins, both in fish and human (Fig. 3E).

Thus, the GAAG motif is a novel initiator, used by a small ortho-

logous set of genes suggesting an evolutionarily conserved, non-

canonical transcription initiation mechanism during vertebrate

development.

Pervasive nonconventional exonic CAGE tags suggest
post-transcriptionally processed RNAs

While the large majority of CAGE tags were found at promoters,

pervasive CAGE signals were also detected in introns, exons and

39-UTR sequences (Fig. 1D; Supplemental Fig. 2C), similar to that

shown in mammalian cells (Carninci et al. 2006). CAGE tags

revealed the developmentally regulated production of RNAs at

intragenic sites, including coding exons and 39-UTR sequences

(Fig. 4A; Supplemental Tables 10, 11). Previously, exonic RNAs

were suggested to be of post-transcriptional origin (Affymetrix/

Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory ENCODE Transcriptome Project

2009). To test this, CAGE tags, which did not map to the genome,

were aligned to zebrafish cDNA. Up to 15% of the unmapped

CAGE tags aligned to available cDNAs spanning exon–exon

junctions, suggesting that these tags are from spliced RNAs

(Supplemental Fig. 6A). To independently verify the existence of

the observed intragenic RNAs, we compared their CAGE tags with

a zebrafish small RNA library (Wei et al. 2012) and identified sig-

nificant overlap (58%, Fisher test: P < 2.2 3 10�16) in the same

exons.

We next monitored the developmental dynamics of exon-

associated CAGE tags. Exonic TCs appear before zygotic tran-

scription initiation at MBT, which together with the spliced RNA

alignment analysis argues further against de novo transcriptional

activity in their production (Fig. 4A; Supplemental Fig. 6B). Exonic

tags appear to correlate mostly with gene 59-end expression (Sup-

plemental Fig. 6C). While the biological significance of intragenic

RNA products remains unknown, it is notable that GO analysis

suggests that exonic tags are enriched in genes associated with

translation and cellular metabolism (Supplemental Fig. 6D,E).

Furthermore, post-transcriptional cleavage of lncRNAs, such as

MALAT1 (Mercer et al. 2010; Ulitsky et al. 2011; Pauli et al. 2012)

described for both human and zebrafish, is detected by exonic

CAGE tags (data not shown).

We hypothesized that the initiation sites in exons detected

by CAGE do not reflect transcriptional promoter activity. To test

this we selected five exonic CAGE start site regions (Supplemental

Table 8) and tested them similarly to predicted gene 59-end pro-

moters in transgenic reporter assays. None of the five regions ac-

tivated significant reporter activity and were comparable to three

random control genomic regions without CAGE tags (Fig. 4B;

Supplemental Fig. 4C). These results support the notion that ex-

onic CAGE tag-defined RNAs are of post-transcriptional origin

and not initiated from intragenic promoters.

Intronic CAGE tags exhibit functional subclasses
and are developmentally regulated

Next we addressed the dynamics and distribution of intronic

CAGE tags that were not assigned to intronic alternative promoters

Nepal et al .
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based on transcript models from Ensembl or RNA-seq. These tags

may represent novel unannotated promoters but could also reflect

processed RNAs. Such processed RNAs may include splice site-as-

sociated RNAs (sRNAs), which have recently been described in

HeLa cells (Valen et al. 2011). To assess the existence and dynamics

of such sRNAs during zebrafish development, we aligned intronic

Figure 3. Sequence characteristics of developmentally regulated core promoters are evolutionarily conserved. (A) A genome browser view with an-
notated Tetraodon genes (top of the panel) along with CAGE-seq tracks from two developmental (maternal and zygotic) stages. In yellow boxes, core
promoter regions of annotated genes expressed specifically at maternal (M), zygotic (Z), or maternal and zygotic stages (MZ). CTSSs in red and blue
indicate sense and antisense direction, respectively. (B) Correlation of dinucleotides of CTSSs (�1,+1) between zebrafish and Tetraodon orthologs rep-
resented as fold enrichments vs. expected by chance. Asterisks denote significant correlations (P # 0.05). Only dinucleotides, which occur at TSSs, are
shown. (C,D) Sequence logos and their information content of initiator motifs for selected dinucleotides: (C ) CC/TC and (D) AA dinucleotides. Human
genes with ‘‘AA’’ initiation motifs were plotted from ENCODE cell lines (see Methods). (E) Enriched GO terms of genes with AA initiator. Identical terms are
highlighted in gray. Heat map represents the –log (P-values) of enriched GO terms.
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CAGE tags within introns. The positional distribution of intronic

tags revealed 59- and 39-end-specific intronic TCs (Fig. 5A). An

example of a developmentally regulated intron 59-associated RNA

start site is demonstrated in Figure 5B. The intron 59-end associated

RNAs are exclusively produced in zygotically active stages (Fig.

5A,B) consistent with splicing-associated activity and in contrast

with other intronic RNAs, which are present throughout de-

velopment (Fig. 5A). Consistent with their distinct developmental

dynamics 59, 39, and intra-intronic RNAs are produced mostly in

nonoverlapping sets of genes (Fig. 5C). Intra-intronic tags show

both positive and negative correlation with gene 59-end and ex-

onic activity (Supplemental Fig. 7A,B), suggesting that many of

these intronic RNA products are not constitutive degradation

products of mRNAs and are independent of exonic RNAs.

Interestingly, intron 59-end RNAs, unlike other intronic CAGE

tagged RNAs, are detected mainly in genes, which themselves en-

code splicing-associated proteins (Fig. 5D; Supplemental Fig 7C,D;

Supplemental Table 12). A similar association of intron 59-end RNAs

with splicing-related genes was also observed in human cells (Fig.

5D). Thus, our data together demonstrate that intron 59-end spe-

cific RNAs are evolutionarily conserved and are property of splic-

ing-associated genes.

Intragenic CAGE tags do not carry core promoter features

Several lines of evidence so far argue for exonic and intronic tags

representing nonconventional RNA initiation sites and are likely

generated by post-transcriptional mechanisms. To test this hy-

pothesis further we asked whether the 59-end sequence environ-

ment of intragenic CTSSs resemble that of known transcriptional

initiation sites of conventional core promoters. Core promoters are

characterized by the initiator sequence (YYA[+1]NWYY) (Bucher

1990) or, more generally, YR(+1) consensus previously established

in mouse and human (Carninci et al. 2006). Dinucleotide fre-

quency analysis demonstrated strikingly different characteristics

of start sites at gene 59-ends from intragenic sites (Fig. 6A). Exonic

tags (both spliced and unspliced) are marked primarily with G

stretches at their 59-end, previously associated only with 39-UTR

CAGE signal (Carninci et al. 2006). This signal was also detected in

exonic tags on the MALAT1 lincRNA, in both zebrafish and human

(Supplemental Fig. 8A). The exonic start signal is clearly different

from the functional initiator sequence observed at the gene 59-end

of promoters (Fig. 6A,B), and shows mild nucleotide preference,

with similarity to exon start sites in human (Fig. 6B). The preva-

lence of a G base at the start of exon tags is not due to a potential

experimental G bias introduced by the CAGE method, which is

compensated by removal of mismatching Gs at the 59-end of all

tags (Supplemental Fig. 8B; Supplemental Table 13). Thus, the

dinucleotide frequency patterns suggest a fundamentally different

way for the production of exonic and promoter transcripts. Fur-

thermore, exonic and intronic CAGE tags lack the promoter-

associated post-translational histone modification mark H3K4me3

(Bernstein et al. 2005), which is in contrast to the sequence regions

around gene 59-end associated TSSs (Supplemental Fig. 8C).

Figure 4. Exonic CAGE tags during development. (A) A genome browser view of the intragenic region of the tp53 gene. Arrow with ‘‘ia’’ indicates
the intronic alternative promoter of the delta117p53 variant (Chen and Peng 2009; Chen et al. 2009). Arrows labeled ‘‘e’’ and ‘‘u’’ indicate RNA start
sites of exonic and 39-UTR regions, respectively. (B) Lack of fluorescent Venus reporter activity in maximum projection overlays of 36 hpf embryos
injected with an exonic CAGE marked candidate promoter region (EXN1) as compared with an active core promoter (ALT4) and a negative control
(CON1) linked to a neural specific enhancer (E) (details in Supplemental Table 8). Insert of a bright-field image of an embryo is shown as reference for
view of fluorescence image.
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These data, together with the independent developmental

dynamics, cDNA alignment, and reporter gene functional assays,

argue that exon and intron 59- and 39-end associated RNAs are

biochemically independent products from full-length RNAs. Based

on the sequence and histone modification pattern analysis, in-

tragenic CAGE-detected start sites do not reflect canonical core

promoters and are strong candidates for RNAs generated by post-

transcriptional processing.

Discussion
In this study we have provided the first quantitative mapping of

the developmental dynamics of TSSs usage at single nucleotide

resolution on a genome scale for both protein-coding and non-

coding genes during vertebrate embryo development. CAGE

analysis has revealed developmental TSS usage at a previously

unparalleled resolution, leading to the description of a large

number of alternative promoters as well as the detection of posi-

tionally constrained sequence features of developmentally active

promoters including a novel initiator sequence. We have shown

that the transition from maternal to zygotic genome activity in-

cluding the onset of zygotic transcription is characterized by the

appearance of a previously unappreciated and pervasive produc-

tion of intragenic processed RNAs overlapping known genes and

having specific intronic and exonic signatures. We presented sev-

eral lines of evidence showing that many intragenic CTSSs repre-

sent several classes of cleaved RNAs generated by post-transcrip-

tional processing, and some of which are characteristic to subsets

of genes acting in concordance during development. Among other

assays, we carried out transgenic reporter assays which—keeping

in mind the limits of the small number of examples tested—argue

for the non-promoter nature of exonic RNA start regions. It is yet

unclear if these RNAs carry a conventional cap structure, but it is

worth mentioning that recapping may occur downstream from

mRNA production and may also occur in the cytoplasm (Otsuka

et al. 2009). Intriguingly, intron 59-end RNAs were found in RNA

processing and particularly in RNA splicing-associated genes,

which suggests the existence of a mechanism which links a specific

Figure 5. Distribution and developmental regulation of intronic CAGE tags. (A) Distribution of all intronic TCs aggregated and aligned in windows of
1% length of a normalized intron. TCs in specific stages are shown in colors as indicated. Insets show aggregates of CAGE tags aligned at single bases, up to
10 bases from either side of intron ends. (B ) A genome browser view of splice donor site of the acin1b gene and associated intronic 59-end CAGE tags.
(C ) Venn diagram of intersection and number of genes with various types of intronic TCs. (D) Enriched GO terms of genes with intron 59-end CTSSs in
zebrafish and human. The heat map represents the –log (P-values) of significantly enriched GO terms. (MBT) Mid-blastula transition.
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splicing activity with the regulation of expression of the splicing

machinery. While the size and role of the intragenic RNA products

and the mechanism of their generation remain unknown, their

abundance and increased intron coverage at subsets of develop-

mentally regulated genes indicate a possibly important regulatory

function. In particular, the biological association with splicing

genes is conserved between fish and human and suggests a fun-

damental property of vertebrates.

The TSSs data presented here complements mammalian

cell culture-based and non-vertebrate animal models such as Dro-

sophila (Ohler et al. 2002; The modENCODE Consortium et al.

2010; Hoskins et al. 2011) and fills the gap by providing the first

description of core promoter features during vertebrate develop-

ment. Several features of promoter diversity showed similarities to

that seen in Drosophila and Xenopus sp including sharp and broad

peak promoter dynamics (Ni et al. 2010; van Heeringen et al.

2011). However, developmentally active promoters in fish appear

to rely much less on positionally constrained motifs than their

Drosophila counterparts, suggesting substantially different core

promoter regulation mechanisms. Our results demonstrate the

global and pervasive changes in promoter utilization during early

stages of development when the maternal transcriptome gives way

to the activity of the embryonic genome. Nevertheless, the whole

embryo analysis in differentiation stages inevitably masks cell and

tissue-specific variation in promoter usage and hinders the deci-

phering of associated promoter codes. The elucidation of devel-

opmental promoter codes acting in specific cell types of the em-

bryo will be the challenge of future research.

The comparisons of zebrafish and pufferfish promoterome

showed that features such as promoter motif composition are

conserved on a per-gene basis, which argues for their functional

significance and underscores generality of the detected features in

teleost evolution. The comparative approach was taken further

with the identification of a novel, evolutionarily conserved initi-

ator characterized by the GAAG motif, which is used by a subset of

vesicle and membrane transport-associated genes, demonstrating

the utility of genomic analysis of fish models with direct relevance

to human transcription regulation.

The resource data generated in this study provides a range of

practical applications and benefits and paves the way for func-

tional validation experiments. Widespread occurrence of alterna-

tive promoters during development suggests pervasive variability of

gene 59-UTR sequences, with implications for translation start site

selection during development. This variability should be taken into

account in techniques widely used in disease modeling with

zebrafish (Eisen and Smith 2008), such as the design of translation

blocking knockdown reagents (e.g., translational start site target-

ing morpholino antisense oligonucleotides) or the generation of

site-specific mutations. Understanding core promoter regulation is

central to the informed choice of core promoter for transgene as-

says designed either to control cell type-specific activities (fluo-

rescence reporter labeling) or to detect and functionally charac-

terize cis-regulatory modules (e.g., enhancer trapping and enhancer

tests). Furthermore, the correct identification of core promoters will

be critical for finding noncoding mutations that affect development

and may lead to phenotypes suitable for disease modeling. The

characteristics of core promoters have been proposed to underlie

interaction specificity between core promoter and distal acting cis-

regulatory modules to secure correct targeting of cognate promoters

by enhancers acting over hundreds of kilobases, and core promoters

have also been proposed to integrate signaling input, epigenetic,

and cell cycle regulation (for review, see Müller et al. 2007).

In conclusion, the high-resolution transcription initiation

database for zebrafish and Tetraodon provides the foundation for

the comparative analysis of transcription initiation complexes on

core promoters during development and the elucidation of de-

velopmental codes of transcription initiation in vertebrates. Fur-

thermore, the identification and description of the developmental

dynamics of evolutionarily conserved, yet little understood in-

tragenic RNA products will aid in exploiting the zebrafish model in

a search for the noncoding regulators of development (for review,

see Pauli et al. 2011).

Methods

Collection of RNA and chromatin at embryonic stages
in zebrafish
Zebrafish AB* wild-type strains were used. Unfertilized eggs were
collected from spawning females. Fertilized eggs and two cells stage

Figure 6. Intragenic CAGE tags do not carry core promoter features. (A) Dinucleotide frequency analysis of dominant CTSSs (�1,+1 bp) of gene 59-end
promoter and of intragenic RNA products. Relative abundance of dinucleotides is shown in bubbles of varying size. Number of TCs analyzed from 12 stages
are indicated in brackets (repeat incidences in multiple stages are not included). (B ) Sequence logos and their information content of dominant CTSSs
(�1,+1 bp) at gene 59-end and intragenic sites in zebrafish and human.
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were collected from pairwise crosses 10 min after pairing. All other
developmental stage samples were collected from several clutches
of embryos laid within a 20-min time window and embryos were
raised at 28°C in 10% Hanks solution. Embryos were imaged and
snap-frozen at the indicated embryonic stages (Kimmel et al. 1995)
(for further information on stages used, see Supplemental Table 1).
Starting with the 512-cell stage, three further samples were col-
lected 30 min, 60 min, or 90 min after, respectively. Embryos were
snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at�80°C until processing.
Repeat samples of prim-6 embryos were collected from different
clutches. Batches of embryos (up to 800 embryos each stage) were
homogenized in 1 mL TRIzol (Invitrogen) for each 150 embryos
using polypropylene pellet pestle (Sigma). Homogenates were
merged into a 15-mL falcon tube and RNA was prepared according
to manufacturer’s instructions. RNA was analyzed on capillary
electrophoresis (Bioanalyzer 2100, Agilent).

CAGE library preparation

CAGE library preparation was adapted from Takahashi et al. (2012)
and modified to work with Illumina GA IIx sequencers. Five mi-
crograms of total RNA was reverse transcribed with RTrandom N15
primer (59-AAGGTCTATCAGCAGNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNC-39),
PrimeScript Reverse Transcriptase in the presence of 0.132 M tre-
halose and 0.66 M sorbitol. The sample was cap-trapped and
a specific linker, containing a 3-bp recognition site and the type III
restriction-modification enzyme EcoP15I, (59-PhosCTGCTGXXX
CTGTAGAACTCTGAACCTGTCGGTGG-39) for both N6 (59-CCAC
CGACAGGTTCAGAGTTCTACAGXXXCAGCAGNNNNNNPhos-39)
and GN5 (59-CCACCGACAGGTTCAGAGTTCTACAGXXXCAG
CAGGNNNNNPhos-39), was ligated to the single-strand cDNA.
The priming of the second strand was made with specific primer
(59-BioCCACCGACAGGTTCAGAGTTCTACAG-39). After second
strand synthesis and cleavage with EcoP15I, another linker (1:1
mix of Upper oligonucleotide; 59-PhosNNTCGTATGCCGTCTTC
TGCTTG-39 and Lower oligonucleotide; 59-CAAGCAGAAGACGG
CATACGA-39) was ligated. Purified cDNA was amplified with 1 mM
each, forward (AATGATACGGCGACCACCGACAGGTTCAGAGTTC)
and reverse (CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGA) primers with 15
to 18 PCR cycles. PCR products were purified and concentration
was adjusted to 10 nM. The CAGE libraries were clustered to
GA IIx flowcell at a final concentration of 5 pM, following the
Illumina cluster generation protocol kit v.4 and then sequenced
with Illumina GA IIx 36 cycles single-read run operation program
using specific sequencing primer (CGGCGACCACCGACAGGTTCA
GAGTTCTACAG), following the Illumina sequence protocol.

Chromatin immunoprecipitation and sequencing

Approximately 1500 embryos (dome/30% epiboly) or 200 em-
bryos (prim-6) were dechorionated and fixed in 1.85% Formalde-
hyde in Hanks Media for 20 min at room temperature. Fixation was
stopped using 13 Glycine followed by PBS washes (Wardle et al.
2006). ChIP experiments were carried out using the ChIP-IT Ex-
press Enzymatic kit (Active Motif ) in line with manufacturer’s in-
structions. In brief, embryos were resuspended in lysis buffer, in-
cubated on ice for 20 min, and homogenized using a dounce
homogenizer. Nuclei were resuspended in 200 mL digestion buffer.
Chromatin was enzymatically sheared for 10 min at 37°C. The
reaction was stopped, and 75 mL of sheared chromatin was used for
ChIP reactions utilizing 4 mg of anti-H3k4Me3 (Abcam ab8580) or
an equivalent volume of water as no antibody control. Samples
were incubated overnight at 4°C while rotating. Magnetic beads
were washed and decrosslinked for 4 h at 65°C. Samples were
proteinase K and RNase A treated and purified using the QIAquick

PCR Purification Kit (Qiagen) (dome/30% epiboly) or phenol
chloroform extraction (24 hpf). Enrichment of target sequences
was determined by qPCR using Power SYBR Green PCR Master Mix
(Applied Biosystems). ChIP-seq was performed as described (Soler
et al. 2011). In brief, 10 ng of ChIP DNA is end-repaired, ligated to
single read adaptors, size selected, and amplified for 18 cycles
according to Illumina’s ChIP-seq protocol. Cluster generation is
performed according to the Illumina Cluster Reagents preparation
protocol (http://www.illumina.com). Samples were sequenced for
36 bp on the Illumina GA IIx platform or HiSeq 2000 system. The
raw data from the Illumina Genome Analyzer are processed using
the IPAR (Integrated Primary Analysis Reporting Software) and the
Illumina Genome Analyzer Pipeline (GAP).

RNA extraction, library preparation, and sequencing

Total RNA was used from four developmental stages (two cells,
dome/30% epiboly, 14 somites, and prim-6) and extracted using
TRIzol (Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer’s instructions
and used for subsequent RNA-seq based profiling. The RNA sam-
ples were treated with 2U DNase I (Qiagen) per mg RNA sample
at 37°C for 10 min. Digested samples were then treated with
20 mg/mL proteinase K (Sigma Aldrich) at 37°C for 45 min.
The quality and quantity of total RNA were assessed with the
Bioanalyzer 2100 (Agilent). The RNA-seq library was generated
following the standard Illumina RNA-seq poly(A)+ protocol and
sequenced with 76 bp Paired End reads using an Illumina
Genome Analyzer IIx at the Barts and The London Genome Center.
SOAPsplice-v1.0 (Huang et al. 2011) was used to align sequences to
the zebrafish genome (Zv9/danRer7). A set of custom scripts was
used to process SOAPsplice output, and to quantify (as ‘‘Rseq-score’’)
the levels of transcription of annotated zebrafish genes. Briefly, the
Rseq-score is a normalized score of total number of RNA-seq reads
falling on the first exon divided by the length of the exon. The same
approach was tested on second and third exons, to verify if anno-
tation issues could affect the analysis, and the results obtained were
very similar, indicating the overall measures of correlation obtained
are robust to potential annotation problems.

CAGE mapping and CTSS prediction

The latest build of genome assembly of zebrafish (Zv9) and puffer-
fish (tetNig2) were downloaded from UCSC Genome Browser (Kuhn
et al. 2009). CAGE tags were mapped using Bowtie (Langmead et al.
2009), allowing a maximum of two mismatches and only uniquely
mapping tags. Since the CAGE protocol often yields an additional
G nucleotide at the 59-end of the tag, we removed the starting G
when mismatching G at the first position and removed tags with
an additional mismatch at the second position (affecting 1%–2%
of CAGE tags; see Supplemental Table 13). The remaining unique
59-ends were regarded as CAGE tag-defined transcriptional start
sites (CTSSs). The number of CAGE tags mapping to each CTSS
across different samples was normalized as in Balwierz et al. (2009)
to obtain the normalized number of tags per million (tpm).

CTSS clustering, TCs, and promoter types

Only CTSSs supported by a minimum of 0.5 tpm in at least one
stage were used for a stage-specific clustering into transcript clus-
ters (TCs). Neighboring CTSSs were clustered if they were <20 bp
apart. To determine the number of CTSSs and TCs with respect to
sequencing depth, we sorted the CTSSs (or TCs) based on tpm and
counted the minimal number of CTSSs that account for a selected
percentage of CAGE tags. Throughout this manuscript we use
thresholds of 0.5 tpm when analyzing CTSS and 1 tpm for TCs. To
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address TC width, we calculated a cumulative distribution of CAGE
tags along each TC and determined the position of 10th and 90th
percentile. The obtained interquantile range provides a more ro-
bust definition of TC width avoiding broadening of cluster at
highly expressed clusters. Based on the distribution of the inter-
quantile TC width (between 10th and 90th percentile), we em-
pirically determined a boundary at 10 bp that separates the best
sharp from broad TCs. TCs with an interquantile width of <10 bp
were classified as sharp, and the rest as broad. For stage specific
analysis, CAGE tags (TCs) from 12 developmental stages were
classified into three major categories: maternal (0 tpm from shield
stage onward), zygotic (0.5 tpm from high stage onward), or tran-
scribed throughout (M-Z: minimum 0.5 tpm values in at least two
stages among maternal and zygotic stages).

Genomic location of tags

Current gene model annotations (Ensembl version 71, RefSeq)
downloaded from UCSC Genome Browser (Kuhn et al. 2009) and
transcript models were built from RNA sequencing data. CAGE tags
mapping unambiguously to 59-UTR, coding exons, introns, 39-UTR,
and promoter regions (6500 bp around annotated TSSs) were
classified accordingly. Alternative promoters were defined based
on Ensembl and RNA-seq transcript models, by collapsing transcripts
with an identical first splice donor site whose 59-ends were <500
bases apart. If the first base and last base of introns overlapped with
intronic TCs, they were subclassified into 59- and 39-intronic, and
the remaining as intra-intronic. Remaining TCs were classified as
novel intergenic transcripts. CAGE tags from the prim-6 stage, which
failed to map to the genomic sequence, were mapped to Ensembl
cDNA (ver. 65, Zv9) sequences (the longest transcript for each gene)
using Bowtie (Langmead et al. 2009). To measure the quantitative
nature of CAGE transcript tags, all TCs in the window of 6500 bp of
a gene were obtained for each stage and the maximum tpm score was
recorded as ‘‘cage-score.’’ Pearson correlation between cage-scores
and Rseq-scores was calculated for each of those genes where both
cage-score and Rseq-score data were available for all four stages.

GO analysis

GO analyses were performed using the GOstats package from
Bioconductor (Falcon and Gentleman 2007). The P-values for the
enriched GO terms were corrected by FDR. The –log10 (P-values)
were clustered and used to plot the heat maps. Twelve develop-
mental stages were classified into three major categories, maternal
(unfertilized egg to 512 cells), MBT (High to Dome/30% Epiboly),
and zygotic (shield to Prim20), or transcribed throughout based on
tpm values as described for alternative promoters. GO categories
with a minimum of five genes and a P-value # 0.05 were consid-
ered significantly enriched. All GO-associated statistics are in
Supplemental Table 12.

Promoter fragment isolation, reporter constructs,
and transgenesis

Test promoter fragments were amplified by PCR from AB* wild-type
genomic DNA and cloned into venus fluorescent reporter gene
containing vector using a MultiSite Gateway System (Invitrogen)
as described in Gehrig et al. (2009). The reporter constructs were
verified by sequencing. Genomic coordinates of the cloned frag-
ments are in Supplemental Table 8. Reporter constructs were
injected in fertilized zebrafish eggs within 10–25 min after laying
with 1–1.2 nL injection solution (20 ng/mL reporter plasmid DNA,
30 ng/mL eCFP mRNA [marker for image processing], and 0.1%
Phenol Red). The reporter activity was recorded by automated

imaging (Gehrig et al. 2009) and images analyzed with Zebrafish
Miner software (Gehrig et al. 2009; M Reischl, A Bartschat, F Eberle,
U Liebel, J Gehrig, F Müller, R Mikut, in prep.). The level of reporter
expression was measured as pixel intensity value in the corre-
sponding tissue domains (Supplemental Fig. 4C).

Initiator and core promoter features

The analyses of core promoter motifs, initiator usage, and
H3K4me3 enrichment were performed using the dominant peak of
TCs (tpm $ 1). The initiators represent the dominant peak (+1) and
the position directly upstream (�1). The R package seqlogo was
used to create the sequence logos of the core promoter region
(Schneider and Stephens 1990).

Promoter motif analyses and orthologous comparison
of promoters

The comparison of all promoter features was performed on ortho-
logous (one to one) gene pairs, on two developmental stages from
zebrafish (fertilized egg and prim-6) and pufferfish (fertilized egg
and 46 hpf). Only genes with TC ($5 tpm) were used, where the
position of highest tpm value of representative TC was used for TSS
definition. These criteria resulted in a final list of 2070 (maternal)
and 2700 (zygotic) orthologous gene pairs for comparative ana-
lyses. Representative initiator dinucleotide position (�1,+1) was
determined based on the +1 position of the dominant CTSS of the
representative TC. Promoter motif comparison was performed
against common promoter motifs from JASPAR (Portales-Casamar
et al. 2010). A region 6150 relative to the dominant CTSS was
scanned using the JASPAR TFBS Perl module with the default (80%)
threshold. Only promoter motifs detected at a specific position
relative to the TSS were used for the comparative analyses. Corre-
lation of promoter types (sharp or broad) of orthologous genes was
based on representative TCs. Statistical significance of all ortho-
logous correlations analyses was evaluated by x2 test for indepen-
dence (P-values # 0.05). Genes containing the AA-initiator were
selected based on the initiator dinucleotide determined by the
dominant CTSS of the representative TC ($5 tpm) at a given stage
in fish species. In human, the representative initiator dinucleotide
for each gene was determined in AG04450, BJ, H1 hESC, HUVEC,
and NHEK cell lines from The ENCODE Project (Djebali et al. 2012;
Harrow et al. 2012), using a similar procedure as in fish.

Data access
Raw sequencing data have been deposited in the NCBI Sequence
Read Archive (SRA; http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sra) under ac-
cession number SRA055273. Data tracks (bigWig and bigBed files)
containing CAGE transcription start sites as well as H3K4me3 and
RNA-seq coverage are available for download at http://zeprome.
genereg.net/downloads/danRer7/ and http://zeprome.genereg.
net/downloads/tetNig2/. All tracks can be visualized in the form of
annotated custom tracks in the UCSC Genome Browser using the
following URLs: http://zeprome.genereg.net/downloads/danRer7/
Zebrafish_tracks.txt and http://zeprome.genereg.net/downloads/
tetNig2/Tetraodon_tracks.txt.
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